Protect the ones you love

Bivvy is pet insurance done right: simple, affordable protection for the ones you love.

YOUR EMPLOYER CODE: UNC10

BIVVY IS DIFFERENT

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill worked with the team at Bivvy to offer you exclusive discounted access to a new breed of pet insurance. As the first of its kind in the insurance industry, Bivvy offers affordable coverage while eliminating the complicated schedule of benefits offered by many insurance companies.

SIMPLE
Pet insurance made simple. Bivvy offers easy-to-understand coverage and you can go to any vet.

AFFORDABLE
Use your unique code to insure any pet for only $12.60 per month.

ONE PLAN FOR ALL
Cover any cat or dog for the same premium, regardless of age, size, gender, or breed. Bivvy covers accidents and illnesses with the option to add on Bivvy Wellness Care to help pay for preventative and routine care.

SIGN UP IN MINUTES
Getting coverage couldn’t be easier—apply in minutes and get immediate approval.

HOW BIVVY CAN HELP
We all hope our pets stay happy and healthy. They’re family. But even the healthiest pets can get sick or injured. Get the peace-of-mind that comes from knowing Bivvy is there to help cover the expense.

SIGN UP TODAY AT BIVVY.COM
Use this exclusive employer code to insure any pet for only $12.60 per month. Note, offer may be limited by state.

YOUR EMPLOYER CODE: UNC10

Bivvy insurance is brought to you by CUMIS Insurance Society, Inc., which is over 55 years old and part of a financially strong insurance group that has been serving hardworking people like you for over 80 years.